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A Place
to Pray
Kenneth Billington / Montana Kaimin

Muslims at UM come together ﬁve times a day for prayers in the Muslim Student Association house. The prayers, known as salah, are led by a person chosen by the congregation who knows the Quran.

Lauren Russell
MONTANA KAIMIN
Editor’s note: This is the
ﬁrst installment in the ﬁvepart
“Keeping the Faith”
series focusing on religion.
When it is time to pray, they
gather in a beige, undecorated and
unfurnished house. Speakers line the
walls of each room and play the call
to prayer. Arabic chanting resonates
throughout the house.
The front room has new carpet
broken by lines of white electrical
tape marking the prayer formation.
They come ﬁve times a day.
Sometimes it’s only a few. Other
times it’s up to 60 people congregating
here to pray. The house at 601 South
Fifth St. is open all hours of the day.
Everyone, even non-Muslims, is

Keeping
welcome.
For the approximately 80 Sunni
and Shiite Muslim students at the
University of Montana, this house
serves as the only mosque and
common gathering space for UM
students from as far away as Palestine
and Algeria to worship and socialize.
According to Jameel Chaudhry,
the Muslim Student Association’s
faculty adviser, the scarce number
of permanent members had made it
tough for the group to have a place
of its own.
“Even when our student count was
higher, the students are here for a

the

Faith

few years and then gone,” Chaudhry
said.
Chaudhry said though UM has
long been eager to attract more
students from the Middle East, the
lack of a mosque or Islamic center
had deterred governments in Muslim
countries from sending their students
here.
But after 2001, as the Muslim
student population increased, MSA
worked out a funding plan with UM.
Founded in June 2007, the MSA
house is on a yearly lease with $450
of the $1,120 per month rent paid by
UM. The rest is covered by MSA.

Before the house, ever-changing
rooms in the University Center
served as a place to pray, as did an
ASUM ofﬁce, the grass of the Oval
and, in Muslim Student Association
president Saleh Al-Harthi’s case, a
bus station, for the ﬁve daily prayers.
“I just put my jacket on the
ground,” said Al-Harthi, a business
student from Saudi Arabia. “No one
looked at me like I was strange.”
In Islam, ﬁve prayers are said
at regular intervals during the day,
usually led by an imam, a religious
leader. Though Muslims can
technically pray anywhere — and
even postpone a prayer if it falls
during a class — the prayers are
ideally performed together.
“I like to pray ﬁve times a day
at the house to meet with friends,
worship together and forget about
your homework,” Al-Harthi said.
See PRAYER, page 6

‘Help Someone, Help Yourself’ aims to combat suicide, depression
Katie Michel
MONTANA KAIMIN
At the onset of ﬁnals comes
the onset of depression for some
UM students – something that the

Check us out
on the Web at

www.montanakaimin.com

“Help Someone, Help Yourself”
program is hoping to curb.
Designed to act as a middleman
between counselors and students
with depression and suicidal
thoughts, the program trains
students and volunteer staff to act
as reference points for those who
need help.
“Deciding what you’re going
to do with your life, can be
stressful,” said Olivia Shjeﬂo, a

Help Someone, Help Yourself
“gatekeeper.” She said students
need someone “willing to listen
– willing to believe your story. I
think especially around this time
of the year since it’s so stressful.”
Created in January, the
program has 15 gatekeepers for
students on campus. They provide
information on how and where to
get counseling services and are
trained to recognize warning signs

of depression.
“What we’re trying to do is
train people that have contact
with students through an everyday
basis,” said Kassidy Kern, suicide
prevention awareness coordinator.
Gatekeepers wear stickers
that say, “Help someone. Help
yourself. I’m here. Ask me.” to let
people know they are a part of the
campaign.
“The people that go through

that training will be recognized by
a sticker,” Kern said. “That sticker
will show people that you are a
gatekeeper – so that if someone is
having suicidal thoughts they can
go to that gatekeeper.”
Once approached, Kern said the
gatekeepers are there to assist the
person — even walking the person
to counseling appointments — in
See HELP, page 4
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Guest Column

EDITORIAL

Dennison ignores all on credit requirement

Political scars
for Obama
The recent ﬂap over Barack Obama’s
comments regarding rural voters being
“bitter” about issues such as immigration,
race, guns and religion is ﬁnally turning
the media’s microscope on this year’s
presidential darling. After weeks of
swooning, we now see that Obama is
nothing more than an elitist who doesn’t
understand working-class voters and
reverts to lowest common denominator to
win votes. Right?
Sean Breslin
Sort of. His comments are disconcerting,
Editor
but not because he said them. What’s
unfortunate about the whole ﬁasco is that with all of Obama’s
education and oratory and political skill, he failed to articulate
why voters “cling” to these divisive issues. It’s not because
they’re confused about their lots in life and are looking for
someone to blame; it’s because national politicians have
been running attack ads and giving stump speeches that seek
to divide and conquer the electorate based on these wedge
issues.
For too long, our leaders have framed our national dialogue
in terms of black vs. white, rich vs. poor, gay vs. straight. No
wonder people are voting based on these issues.
Obama is no demagogue playing to voters’ fears, nor is he
trying to brush them off. His March speech on race relations
in the United States proved that he sees the subtleties and
complexities of a divisive issue, and that he’s willing to take
on these issues and even say things that are unpopular.
But we’re having nothing of it. In some ways, people do
cling to their opinions on guns and race because it’s easier
than challenging our own assumptions. America was in an
uproar in 2003, when then-Democratic frontrunner Howard
Dean said Southern voters shouldn’t base their decisions on
“race, guns, God and gays.” He was similarly admonished by
the press, and the comments marked a turning point in Dean’s
unsuccessful bid for the nomination.
Obama may weather this storm and still win the
Democratic nomination, but not without some political scars.
He’ll still go on talking frankly, and some might not want to
hear what he has to say. But Obama has built his campaign
on transcending divisive political debates. Now, he must rise
above his own faults.

The Kaimin invites
letters to the editor
and guest columns.

Last year, in a thinly veiled
effort to tap an unused stream
of revenue, President George
Dennison and Graduate School
Dean Dave Strobel tried to sneak
in a new requirement, forcing
graduate students to register for
a minimum of three credits –
regardless of how many credits the
students actually need. In the face
of opposition from, well, nearly
everyone – students and faculty
alike spoke against this new
requirement last winter and spring
– Dennison was forced to postpone
the passage of the rule until the fall
of 2008. He seemed not to notice
the irony when he proposed that the
graduate school conduct a survey
to gather more information: We
were reacting too hastily, he said,
without being properly informed;
yet it was Dennison who had
attempted to pass the three-credit
minimum requirement seemingly
without the slightest consideration
of how it would affect graduate
students. All he saw was green.
No doubt Dennison had planned
to push the issue under the rug,
waiting for the uproar to die down,
so he could pass the requirement
with a minimum of opposition.
And indeed, it seems to have
worked. In the April 4 issue of the
Kaimin, it was reported – on Page 5
– that the three-credit minimum is
still on track to go into effect next
August. Last year we had meetings
and round-table discussions about
the requirement, but students
seem to have slipped into a state
of resignation, conceding that
Dennison holds the power here,
and he does not appear willing to
listen to the needs of the student
body, no matter how strongly they
object to his ill-conceived plan.
It is readily apparent that
Dennison and Strobel never had
any plan of changing the threecredit minimum requirement. The
results of a survey of graduate
students became available last
month, and to no one’s surprise,
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to other possibilities once more
evidence was presented. Yet, the
information is here – virtually no
one wants the three-credit minimum
requirement – but we have seen no
change of plans from Dennison’s
crew. They say they are trying to
open discussion, but so far they
have been unwilling to take part in
that discussion. Even with several
suggestions for compromises on
the table, Dennison & Co. are
telling us to plan for the threecredit minimum requirement to
be in effect next fall. Thus far
they have steadfastly refused to
listen to the opinions of students
and faculty, and barring some
unexpected change, it is painfully
obvious that they never intended to
even listen to the discussion they
so briskly called for last spring.
Dennison, Strobel and Engstrom
say they are open to alternatives,
willing to compromise, but so
far their actions have proven
otherwise.
I’ll be the ﬁrst to concede that
new streams of revenue are needed
for UM to remain a top-ﬂight
university. Our teachers’ wages
continue to fall further below the
average, and very few departments
are feeling ﬁnancially comfortable
as the government consistently
makes funding education a lower
priority every year. In spite of these
facts, UM seems to have gone on
a building frenzy in recent years.
Rather than charging graduate
students for credits they don’t need
to take, maybe Dennison & Co.
should reexamine how some of
our money is being spent. The new
addition to Washington-Grizzly
Stadium is going to be nice, but I
would prefer an extra TA, or better
yet, another professor. Contrary to
what Athletic Director Jim O’Day
would have us believe, most
students actually do come here for
the learning opportunities – not for
the football team.
Marty Byrne it a graduate student
studying geography.
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graduate students are generally not
in favor of the new requirement.
The committee that conducted
the survey, too, has expressed its
opposition to the requirement.
Why is it, then, that Provost Royce
Engstrom is still telling us to plan
for the three-credit minimum
requirement to be in effect in the
fall?
What makes the Dennison
crew’s obstinance all the more
frustrating is that the Graduate
Student Association has suggested
several compromises, seemingly in
vain. GSA President John Copeland
mentioned one such suggestion, in
which master’s candidates would
be allowed to take one credit for
a maximum of one semester, and
doctoral students for two semesters
without having to register for
those unnecessary second- and
third-credits. Unfortunately, in
Dennison and Engstrom, it seems
the GSA’s suggestions have fallen
on deaf ears.
Engstrom continues to spout
out the oft-heard rhetoric about
opening a line of communication
between graduate students and
faculty in order to determine
the general opinion on campus
of the three-credit minimum
requirement. The problem with his
reasoning is that there is no lack of
communication between students
and faculty: Everyone opposes the
requirement, with the exception
of Dennison and his crew. Last
month’s survey was meant to
promote discussion on the issue.
It seems the discussion is onesided, however. Graduate students
and faculty members have been
speaking, for over a year now, in
opposition to the requirement, but
no one is listening.
Dennison, Strobel and now
Engstrom have given us a number of
reasons for the supposed necessity
of requiring graduate students to
register for credits they don’t need.
They asked for a survey, leading
us to believe they would be open

Wanted
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HELP
Continued from page 1
ﬁnding the right resources to get
better.
“Their job is to be an informed
resource — of what services are
available on campus. They’re
more of a conduit or a bridge,”
Kern said.
Orrin Tiberi, a recently trained

gatekeeper said after being sought
for advice on how to help a person
with depression, he realized it’s a
bigger problem than he originally
thought. He wants others to
understand that too.
“I just hope that people have
more understanding of what
depression and suicide is,” Tiberi
said. “I think it’s really important
that people know about it — that
people know how to deal with it.”
Kern said that with less than

a month left of classes, ﬁnals
approaching and a winter season
that will not seem to go away, the
campaign is an important program
for students to turn to when things
begin to feel hopeless.
“It will help people know that
there are people here to help,”
Kern said. “This is an incredibly
stressful time. Some people forget
that we have services on campus
that can help you handle stress in
really helpful ways.”

Wednesday, April 16, 2008
The end of the semester is a
good time for students to take
advantage of the new program,
Kern said.
“The weather is really funky
and making people depressed.
That compounded with the crunchtime where papers are coming,
and tests; it’s a very difﬁcult time
to be handling these pressures,”
she said.
A gatekeeper training session
will take place on Monday

April 21. If you are interested in
becoming a gatekeeper for the
Help Someone, Help Yourself
program, e-mail Kassidy Kern at
kassidy.kern@umontana.edu.
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Uzbekistan native ﬁnds life as a regular UM student
Molly Priddy
FOR THE KAIMIN
Yelena Ablaeva’s brown, twoinch high-heels click along the
cement ﬂoor of the University
Center. On a day when most
students struggle to ﬁnd a
sweatshirt to match their slippers,
she is dressed impeccably.
Her black silk shirt is accented
with pink and white ﬂowers.
Pink earrings dangle from her
ears beneath her styled red hair,
echoing a sparkling pink pendant
resting between her collarbones.
A tan jacket with a fur-trimmed
hood matches her messenger bag
perfectly.
She knows she’s overdressed,
but she can’t help it.
“You should see our girls,” she
says with a lilting Russian accent.
“It’s like a fashion show.”
Ablaeva is referring to the
trendy girls at the universities in
her native country of Uzbekistan.
The 22-year-old communications
major, called “adorable” and
“super-cool” by her friends, now
attends the University of Montana
as an exchange student.
It’s tough for any international
student to get permission to come
study in the United States. As a
student from a country with a tense
relationship with America, Ablaeva
said she knows she is especially
lucky to be in Missoula.
She went through a rigorous
application process in Uzbekistan,
which included interviewing with
Uzbekistani and American ofﬁcials
at the U.S. Embassy. She beat out
thousands of applicants to be one of
13 students allowed to participate
in the program.
“I was afraid I wasn’t going to
get it,” she said humbly, raising her
voice slightly to be heard over the

din of the UC.
Barbara Seekins, a programs
manager in Foreign Student and
Scholar Services, said Ablaeva’s
admittance to the program was no
luck of the draw.
“She’s the cream of the crop
from Uzbekistan,” she said, noting
Ablaeva’s strong academic skills
as well as her friendliness.
Ablaeva endured the painstaking
application process because she
wanted to get an education in
America. In Tashkent, the capital
city of Uzbekistan, she attended
the World Languages University,
majoring in English literature.
But she was unhappy with the
educational treadmill she was
running on in Tashkent.
“Once you choose a career,
you can’t change your path, your
classes,” she said.
When she arrived in Missoula
in 2006, she found she wanted to
study communications so she could
better relate to people around her.
International programs on
campus, like the International
Student Association, organized
events that made her feel more at
home.
She met her boyfriend of 18
months, an Italian student, at one
of these functions.
“I came here; I was totally by
myself,” she said. “They helped
me a lot.”
It was this strong sense of
belonging, coupled with the
communication courses that led
Ablaeva to want to work with
foreign students and organize
exchange programs.
She intends to run in the
International Student Association
election next week for a
representative position. If she wins,
she’ll get experience organizing
events for international students.
When Ablaeva ﬁrst came to

Missoula as a
student sponsored
by
the
State
Department, she
felt limited by the
speech barrier, she
said.
That fear kept
her quiet in class.
“Some people
are really curious,
and some people
may think you have
less
knowledge
than they do,” she
said with a smile.
But the cultural
challenges come
on the tails of
larger
political
ones.
America’s
relationship with
Alisia Muhlestein / Montana Kaimin
Uzbekistan
has
been strained in part Yelena Ablaeva, an exchange student from Uzbekistan, said the traditional Uzbek hat she is wearing is usually saved for special occasions
due to the transition such as holidays and weddings. She said the hat is one of the only things she has with her in the United States from her native country.
from Soviet rule.
Tensions have run high in a was great being placed with her.
She is set to graduate in May
small country trying to maintain
“She’s very outgoing. She likes 2009. Her student visa will expire
its independence. So high, in fact, to make friends,” Farias said, soon afterwards.
that Ablaeva says many exchange adding with a laugh, “She’s very
She is considering going on to
programs to America were cut-off. talkative.”
get a master’s degree, something
But even so, the program she is
Like many college students, uncommon
and
potentially
studying under, one sponsored by Ablaeva is constantly pressed for proﬁtable in Uzbekistan. But even
the U.S. government, is still up and time. Between working on campus an extension on her visa will run
running.
19.5 hours a week and studying, out eventually.
Despite the trials of getting into she rarely ﬁnds time to relax.
When that time comes, Ablaeva
the program and a tense political But when she does get a chance, knows she will have made the best
situation, Ablaeva maintains the Ablaeva likes to spend time with of her time here.
life of a regular college student at friends, hip-hop or salsa dance or
“I’m a hardworking person,”
the University.
watch romantic comedies.
she said, in a rare moment of
Ablaeva lives in a dorm room
But, unlike a majority of immodesty. “I try to do everything
with Gabriela Farias, a Mexican students at the University, Ablaeva perfect as well. I hope there will be
exchange student. Like every other knows her days in the U.S. will no mistakes.”
room, it is decorated with pictures end.
of family and friends, along with
the occasional Ritz cracker box.
Here, Ablaeva giggles about
her boyfriend and talks about
shopping.
Farias, who has been living with
Ablaeva since January 2008, said it
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PRAYER
Continued from page 1
Samir Bitar, an adjunct
professor in Arabic studies, said
that closeness in prayer shows
God a sense of unity that guards
against Satan. He said when he
ﬁrst moved to Missoula about 17
years ago, he was disappointed
that there was no common place
to pray.
“I prayed alone at home for
many years, which was a sad time
for me,” Bitar said. “Your mosque
is your home.”
Only when he became associated
with UM nine years ago was Bitar
able to pray amongst his fellow
Muslims as he had when he lived
in his birthplace of Jerusalem.
Before Bitar started teaching at
UM, he owned his own business,
which he was managing on Sept.
11, 2001. Though he is well-liked
and respected in the community,
Bitar said that he remembered
being scared to open his e-mail the
day after the attacks.
“There weren’t that many
Muslims on campus and in
Missoula at the time,” Bitar said.
“I didn’t know how people would
feel.”
But what he received were all
messages of support. Customers has the right to admonish another
and friends visited his shop and member for personal choices,
proved to Bitar that Missoula is a such as whether a woman wears
the hijab — hair covering — or if
diverse and tolerant community.
Since Sept. 11, the Muslim members choose to drink alcohol,
student population has signiﬁcantly which is a violation of Islam.
“No one has the right to come
increased, due to both the
availability of visas and emphasis out and say ‘Don’t do this,’”
by Middle Eastern governments Huthaily said. “The purpose of
MSA is to provide a welcoming
on foreign study, Bitar said.
That means that where there environment for students.”
•••
were once four or ﬁve people
In the MSA ofﬁce in the UC, a
at the Friday noon prayer — the
traditional day and time of group group of four men have gathered
worship for Muslims — now there to spend time together before the
are about 60 who come to the third prayer of the day. Three are
young
and
MSA house.
wear Western
According to
clothing; the
Khaled Huthaily,
other is older
an
adjunct
and
wears
Whenever we are free
instructor and
traditional
curriculum
from study or work,
Pakistani
developer
in
our first priority is to
dress of a
Arabic studies
come together to share
white tunic
and one of the
happiness, grief and to
and
white
two
founding
recite the holy Quran,
pants.
students
of
– Mohammad Ayaz,
The men
MSA in 2002,
student are talking
educating
about
the
the
Missoula
M S A ’ s
community
efforts
to
was a principle
educate the community about
reason the MSA was formed.
“We wanted to have an Islam and include Missoula in
organization through which we their celebrations.
To help the community
could get together and practice
religious rituals, but also to understand the values of Islam,
educate Americans about Islam,” MSA conducts outreach with
periodic tabling in the UC, the
Huthaily said.
After Sept. 11, the need for showing of Islamic ﬁlms and
a recognized group became through its Web site.
MSA also holds lectures and
paramount, Huthaily said. Though
there were only about 15 Muslim meetings with various groups
students at the time, 15 non- and interfaith dialogues with area
Muslims students joined the churches.
“We want to get to know each
group so that it could gain ofﬁcial
other,” Al-Harthi said.
recognition by ASUM.
Mohammad Ayaz, a middleHuthaily, who came to UM as
a Fulbright Scholar from Yemen, aged master’s student in wildlife
said that the policy of MSA was biology from Pakistan, added
established on the basic principle that anyone who is curious about
that members will not violate the Islam is welcome to approach any
teachings of the Quran and the Muslim student or visit the MSA
house to ask questions.
prophets.
“We try to give as much
“All within Islam agree on
this,” Huthaily said. “Other information as we can in
interpretations will be disagreed interactions with teachers and
classmates,” Ayaz said. “Still, we
upon, but this is our foundation.”
Based on this policy, Huthaily know people feel hesitation about
said that no one within the group asking about Islam. Everyone is

“

”

most welcome to ask.”
Ayaz said that the
group’s
gatherings
function almost as a
refresher course in Islam
for students.
“MSA coordinates with
all Muslim students from
the different countries to
help them both in their
education and in their
faith,” Ayaz said.
To Ayaz, this means
expounding
upon
values such as honesty,
trustworthiness, respect
and deference for the
laws and values of the
Missoula community.
The community is also
invited to attend the two
eids, or religious festivals,
that are held each year at
the UC and, now, at the
MSA house. The ﬁrst is
held to celebrate the end
of Ramadan, the Muslim
holy month that is marked
by fasting. The second
eid
commemorates
Abraham’s willingness to
sacriﬁce his son to Allah.
Sharif Amirov, a
student from Tajikistan,
said that many guests,
including UM faculty,
students and members
of the community came
to enjoy the traditional
food of all of the different
Muslim
countries
represented
by
the
exchange students at the
end-of-Ramadan eid in
October.
“They asked a lot of questions
about the food, but they really
liked it!” Amirov said.
Amirov, Ayaz and Al-Harthi
all agreed that UM has been
extremely accommodating in
helping them maintain their
identities as Muslims at UM,
especially in partially funding the
MSA house, which holds not only
an important religious function,
but a social one as well.
Because Islam forbids drinking
alcohol, the Missoula bar
scene isn’t the typical weekend

entertainment for most Muslim
students. Instead, the students
gather to play soccer, chess and
PlayStation, to cook and to talk.
“Whenever we are free from
study or work, our ﬁrst priority
is to come together to share
happiness, grief and to recite the
holy Quran,” Ayaz said.
Al-Harthi said that in a couple
of weeks, elections will be held to
ﬁnd a new president and chart the
course for the group in the year
to come. He said that MSA wants
to continue to beneﬁt the society

that has accepted and generously
received its students.
•••
As he describes plans for more
church dialogues and food drives
for the Missoula Food Bank, the
call to prayer ﬁlters through AlHarthi’s computer speakers and
more young men ﬁle into the
ofﬁce. It is the middle of the busy
school day, so the ofﬁce will have
to function as the prayer room
today.
It is time to pray.
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Kenneth Billington / Montana Kaimin

ABOVE: The Muslim Student Association at UM is a student-run organization created to represent the Islamic faith and the Muslim community on campus. There are an estimated 90 members on campus who are a part of the
MSA and use the organization to help bring Muslims together to worship and follow the example of Muhammad.
TOP LEFT: Student Sharif Sharipov ﬁnishes his prayer and heads upstairs as fellow Muslims continue to pray in the basement of the Muslim Student Association house.
BOTTOM LEFT: Graduate student Sajjad Ali prays in the basement of the Muslim Student Association house. Prayer in the house is ﬁrst said in Arabic and then translated to English. It is considered to set the rhythm of the day for
most Muslims.

Separation of sexes a sign of respect
Lauren Russell
MONTANA KAIMIN
When visiting the Muslim
Student Association house,
women are required to cover
their hair and pray and eat
separately.
Khaled Huthaily, an adjuct
instructor and curriculum
developer in Arabic studies and
one of the two founding students
of MSA, explained that because
the MSA house is a “prayer
place,” separation of the sexes
and moderate dress is mandated
out of respect and courtesy for
the religious space. This has
been a common practice among
Muslims for many years, he
said.
Samir Bitar, an adjunct

professor in Arabic studies, said
the practice of Islam dictates
separation of the sexes as a sign
of respect for women as well.
Because
Muslims
are
supposed to pray in close
proximity to achieve unity in
their prayers, women and men
are separated to make each
sex more comfortable with the
close quarters. Also, women
traditionally pray behind the
men so that the men can’t see
them during prayer.
“This is just the formation,
the nature of our prayer,” Bitar
said.
In the MSA house, a separate
room exists for women to pray.
The prayer is broadcast over
speakers.
For
Ahlam
AbuLaila,

a Fulbright Scholar from
Palestine who is getting her
master’s in English literature at
UM, the practice of separating
the sexes is liberating rather
than restricting.
“It lets us eat freely, speak
freely, interact freely with each
other,” AbuLaila said.
In Palestine, universities
are gender-speciﬁc and many
women like AbuLaila wear
the hijab, a head covering, and
jilbab, a long, loose garment
that covers women’s clothes
entirely. She wears it whenever
she is outside of her home or in
the presence of men other than
her husband.
As part of her childhood
dream to become one of
Palestine’s few university

professors, AbuLaila decided to
move to Missoula, a place she
had never seen or heard of, in
pursuit of a quality education.
Though she was scared and
unsure, AbuLaila said it was her
husband who encouraged her
to come here and was willing
to uproot their family of three
children.
“A good Muslim man
supports his wife,” AbuLaila
said. “I don’t feel limited.”
Like a signiﬁcant number
of the Muslim women who
attend UM, AbuLaila usually
only visits the MSA house for
special celebrations, like the
end of Ramadan. For her, it is
a matter of time. As a student,
wife and mother of three young
children, it is more convenient

for AbuLaila to pray at home.
She said she doesn’t know
why other women often choose
not to attend, she said. And no
other local Muslim women
agreed to speak about Islam for
this story. AbuLaila said that
she has extended invitations to
the younger women, especially
those who live in the dorms,
to attend istar – Ramadan’s
prayer and breaking of the fast
ceremony – at the house, and
received no reply.
Maybe
the
women’s
low attendance is due to the
challenge of combining the
cultures and Islamic rituals of
so many different countries,
AbuLaila said.
But, if they like, the women
have a place to pray.
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Plastics may be linked to hormonal problems French bill targets
Matthew Perrone
ASSOCIATED PRESS
WASHINGTON – A chemical
used to make baby bottles and other
shatterproof plastic containers
could be linked to a range of
hormonal problems, a preliminary
government report has found.
The report was greeted by
some environmental groups as
conﬁrmation of their concerns,
while chemical makers latched
on to the report’s preliminary
nature and its authors’ warning
against drawing overly worrisome
conclusions.
The
federal
National
Toxicology Program said Tuesday
that experiments on rats found
precancerous tumors, urinary tract
problems and early puberty when
the animals were fed or injected

with low doses of the plastics
chemical bisphenol A.
While such animal studies only
provide “limited evidence” of
bisphenol’s developmental risks,
the group’s draft report stresses
the possible effects on humans
“cannot be dismissed.” The group
is made up of scientists from the
Centers for Disease Control, the
Food and Drug Administration
and the Institutes of Health.
More than 90 percent of
Americans are exposed to trace
amounts of bisphenol, according
to the CDC. The chemical leaches
out of water bottles, the lining of
cans and other items made with it.
The American Chemistry
Council,
which
represents
manufacturers, said the report
“afﬁrms that there are no serious
or high level concerns for adverse

effects of bisphenol on human
reproduction and development.”
Among the manufacturers of
bisphenol are Dow Chemical Co.
and BASF Group.
The group said it supports
additional research to determine
whether adverse effects seen in
animals “are of any signiﬁcance to
human health.”
Environmentalists, meanwhile,
hailed the report as the ﬁrst step
toward reassessing a chemical they
believe could contribute to cancer
and other health problems.
“We’re hoping this decision
will force FDA to recognize the
toxicity of this chemical and make
manufacturers set a safety standard
that’s protective of the most
vulnerable populations,” said Dr.
Anila Jacob of the Environmental
Working Group.
The
toxicology
group’s
ﬁndings echo those of researchers
assembled by the National
Institutes of Health, who last
August called for more research
on bisphenol in humans.
The FDA in November said
there is “no reason at this time to
ban or otherwise restrict its use.”
The agency on Tuesday did not
immediately have any comment
about the new report.
But growing concern about

anorexia advocates
Devorah Lauter
ASSOCIATED PRESS
PARIS – In image-conscious
France, it may soon be a crime to
glamorize the ultra-thin. A new
French bill cracks down on Web
sites that advise anorexics on how
to starve – and could be used to
hit fashion industry heavyweights,
too.
The
groundbreaking
bill,
adopted Tuesday by Parliament’s
lower house, recommends ﬁnes
of up to $71,000 and three-year
prison sentences for offenders who
encourage “extreme thinness.” It
goes to the Senate in the coming
weeks.
Critics said the bill is too
vague about whom it is targeting
and doesn’t even clearly deﬁne
“extreme thinness.”
If passed, the law would be the
strongest of its kind anywhere,
fashion industry experts said. It
is the latest measure proposed
after the 2006 anorexia-linked
death of Brazilian model Ana
Carolina Reston prompted efforts
throughout the fashion industry to
address the health repercussions of

ultra-thin models.
Doctors and psychologists
treating patients with anorexia
nervosa – a disorder characterized
by an extreme fear of becoming
overweight – welcomed the French
effort, but said anorexia’s link with
media images remains hazy.
For the bill’s backers, the
message behind the measure is
important enough.
The bill’s author, conservative
French lawmaker Valery Boyer,
said she wanted to encourage
discussion about women’s health
and body image. Health Minister
Roselyne Bachelot said Web sites
that encourage young girls to
starve should not be protected by
freedom of expression.
So-called “pro-ana” — for
pro-anorexia — sites and blogs
have ﬂourished in the United
States and beyond, often hosted
by adolescents sharing stories of
how they deprive their bodies of
nourishment.
French lawmakers and fashion
industry members signed a
nonbinding charter last week on
promoting healthier body images.
In 2007, Spain banned from
catwalks models whose body
mass-to-height ratio is below 18.
Bill author Boyer said such
measures did not go far enough.
Her bill has focused attention
on pro-anorexia Web sites that
give advice on how to eat an apple
a day — and nothing else.
The sites claim to provide
emotional support for people who
want to become anorexic. Photos
of waif-like celebrities are given
as “Thinspirations” on one blog,
along with a list of advice on “how
to skip meals.” The site’s host
writes that she is not yet 15.
Boyer said in a telephone
interview that her proposed
legislation would enable a judge
to sanction those responsible for a
magazine photo of a model whose
“thinness altered her health.”
“That is the objective of this
text,” she said, without specifying
who in particular might be
prosecuted.
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Playwright drops by for ‘House of Blue Leaves’
Steve Miller
MONTANA KAIMIN
It’s an extraordinary thing
to perform a Tony Awardwinning play with its creator in
the audience. And on April 25,
students of the University of
Montana’s Department of Dance/
Drama will do precisely that.
“The House of Blue Leaves,”
a black comedy set in Vietnamera America, takes the stage at
the Masquer Theatre as one of the
department’s ﬁnal productions
this semester. In conjunction
with the President’s Lecture
Series, playwright John Guare
will be on campus to speak at the
UC Ballroom, as well as hold a
seminar for students earlier in the
day. While in Missoula, Guare will
attend one of the performances
of “Blue Leaves” earlier in the
week.
The sardonic farce takes place
in 1965 Queens, N.Y., during a
visit by Pope Paul VI. It follows
the characters – a songwriting
zookeeper and his off-the-deepend wife, three misguided nuns
and an AWOL soldier engaged
in a facetious terrorist plot – as
they encounter one blunder after
another.
Overall, the black humor
lends itself appropriately to this
tumultuous time in our nation’s
history. According to director
Greg Johnson, “Blue Leaves”
focuses on the effects of ambition
and what it does to family, both in
the nuclear and national sense.
“(Guare’s) plays have such a
broad thematic texture,” Johnson
said. “He’s got a lot on his mind.”
Department representative Erin
McDaniel, like Johnson, believes
that the main objective of the play

Kenneth Billington / Montana Kaimin

Three misguided nuns, played by Greta Weber, Cassi Kutzler and Karie Pietrykowski, talk with Corrinna, played by Holly Brimhall, in the play “House of Blue Leaves.” “Blue Leaves” starts at 7:30 p.m. in the Masquer Theatre
April 22-26 and April 29-May 3. John Guare, the writer of “House of Blue Leaves,” will give a lecture April 25 in the UC Ballroom and will attend an opening-week performance of the play.

is to display America’s obsession
with “celebrity, family and, of
course, a little satire of religion
and Vietnam.”
“It’s jam-packed with all kinds
of stuff,” she added.
For Johnson, choosing “Blue
Leaves” seemed ﬁtting after he met
Guare last year at a playwriting

convention in Palm Beach, Fla.
The two struck up a
conversation during dinner one
night, wherein Guare told Johnson
that he had never been to Montana.
Johnson made arrangements for
him to come as a part of the yearly
lecture series, which happened to
coincide with the production of

The Music in Movement

Guare’s play.
“The rest just fell into place,”
Johnson said.
For actor Cody Hyslop (Artie),
the prospect of Guare attending
the performance is both riveting
and a little daunting.
“It’s fantastic, amazing and
extremely intense having the man

Poet, ex-nun returns to UM
Erica Doornek
MONTANA KAIMIN
It sounds like the start of a bad
joke: A professor, a nun and a poet
walk into a bar …
Except that the only person
walking into the bar is 89-year-old
Madeline DeFrees, and the joke
doesn’t quite work because she is
all three.
DeFrees is a former University
of Montana creative writing
professor, a former nun and a
published poet and author. She will
return to campus this afternoon
to read her poetry as part of the
creative writing program’s Spring
Lecture Series. The reading, as
well as a high tea, will take place
in the Davidson Honors College
lounge from 4 to 6 p.m.
“We wanted to talk about the
history of the program,” said
creative writing department chair

Alisia Muhlestein / Montana Kaimin

Dessica Wilson, co-director of “Expressions of Silence,” uses sign language to direct the students from the Montana School for the Deaf and
Blind in a rehearsal for their concert on Tuesday afternoon. Mary Jane Belz, a UM professor of music education, said she likes her students to
understand how people can express their diverse abilities through art. “These students express music through movement and sign.”

who wrote it watching you saying
his words,” Hyslop said.
“House of Blue Leaves” will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the Masquer
Theatre April 22-26 and April
29-May 3. Student tickets are
$10. Guare’s lecture in the UC
Ballroom will be on April 25 at 8
p.m.

Prageeta Sharma. “And Madeline
is very much an authority on that
subject.”
Most notably, DeFrees was
the ﬁrst female professor in UM’s
creative writing department when
she started here in 1967. She also
taught alongside a regional literary
giant, poet Richard Hugo.
As a young girl in Oregon,
DeFrees began writing poetry at
the age of eleven. When asked
what kind of poems she writes,
DeFrees said, “That’s like asking
someone what kind of words they
use. There’s no way to describe
it.”
DeFrees also addressed the
source her inspiration in creative
writing.
“What triggers a poem for me
is a phrase or an experience of
something new,” she said.
After
graduating
school,
See DEFREES, page 10

Kaimin Arts Movie Quote Quiz

And we’re back. Sorry for the slip-up, but we had a little
too much going on last Friday to squeeze in a quiz. So
we’ll make up for it. Here’s an extra zesty quote, straight
from a classic. Guess away!
“If you only yield to a conqueror, then prepare to be
conquered!”
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‘No Use’ trying too hard

Melissa Weaver
MONTANA KAIMIN
The Feel Good Record of the
Year, by No Use For A Name,
sounds like the musical equivalent
of Hot Topic: a place to shop if
you like “angry” black clothing
and T-shirts with band names,
but where legit punk
devotees wouldn’t be
caught dead.
Their music isn’t
bad, but it seems like
they’re trying too hard.
The sound is a little too pop-ish
for No Use For A Name’s strong

political and melancholy lyrics.
The opening track, “Biggest
Lie,” rails against the destruction
wreaked by materialism and
celebrity
inﬂuence.
Even
though the band doesn’t sound
overwhelmingly pop, I couldn’t
help but think that this is what
Good
Charlotte’s
“Lifestyles of the Rich
& Famous” would
have sounded like had
that band been a few
years older when they
wrote it.
See REVIEW, page 12
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DEFREES
Continued from page 9
DeFrees joined the sisterhood
and was assigned to teach grade
school.
“I was a disaster as a teacher,”
she said. “But gradually I got
the kids to sit down and pay
attention.”
DeFrees recalled meeting Hugo
at poetry readings and conferences
when she later taught at Holy
Names College in Spokane, Wash.
The two became good friends.
“The way I understand it
was that Richard would spring
Madeline from the convent in
Spokane and take her out to have
a good time,” said Seattle poet and
friend Frances McCue.
In 1967, DeFrees was asked
by a UM administrator to teach
in Hugo’s place while he was on
leave in Italy.
“Well, I could never replace
him, but I told them I’d do my
best,” DeFrees said.
Still a practicing nun, she
had to ask for a leave of absence

montana kaimin
each year to continue teaching in
Montana. Her time outside the
convent introduced her to the
thrills of making her own money,
drinking sherry and learning to
drive a car.
“It’s pretty hard to go back (to
the convent) when you’ve learned
to be so independent,” she said. “I
used to have to ask permission to
leave the room.”
After seven years, she decided
to relieve herself of her vows to the
church and continue her Montana
teaching career. DeFrees said her
sisterhood was a promise she was
keeping to her mother, and after
38 years and her mother’s death, it
was no longer an obligation.
She fondly remembers her
time with the church, and kept
up with her writing throughout
her time there, as one colleague
remembers.
“Madeline told me that her
duty at the convent was scrubbing
ﬂoors, so she would just compose
poems while she was scrubbing,”
said Lois Welch, a former chair
of the UM Department of English
who taught alongside DeFrees.
The hard work continued during

DeFrees’ time in Montana as she
taught poetry, creative writing and
literature.
“The main thing I learned while
teaching here was that there’s a
difference between being stupid
and just not having a lot of cultural
education,” she said.
DeFrees recalled a student
coming up to her and saying,
“Wow, that Shakespeare guy can
really write!” She realized his
words were of admiration, not of
ignorance.
“In Montana, people say what
they think, regardless. It’s much
more exciting to teach people like
that.”
DeFrees left UM in 1979
to teach at the University of
Massachusetts. She remained
there until 1985, when she retired
to Seattle.
DeFrees said the words of
wisdom Hugo passed along to her
in their friendship stay with her
after Hugo’s death in 1982.
“The best advice Dick ever gave
me was ‘If you want to understand
a poem that you had just read,
you should write it out on a piece
of paper, just to let the words go
through you.’”
She said she admires Hugo’s
work, and counts him in the “front
ranks” of the great poets of the
Northwest. His famous poem
“Degrees of Gray in Philipsburg”
was mentioned by DeFrees as
her favorite Hugo poem. She also
cites several of her own poems as
favorites, “To Marilyn Monroe,
Whose Favorite Color Was White,”
“Still Life” and “The Register,”
which are likely to be heard at the
reading this afternoon.
DeFrees, author of eight books
of poetry, still tries to write every
day and looks for inspiration
everywhere as she prepares to
enter her ninetieth year.
McCue said she admires
DeFrees’ versatility.
“It’s amazing to see an elder
of the ﬁeld still doing such great
work. She is an amazing woman
and poet.”
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Baseball showdown

Side
lines
Home games
this week

Friday, April 18 – Men’s
tennis vs. Northern Colorado, 1
p.m.
Saturday, April 19 – Men’s
tennis vs. Montana State, 11
a.m. - Griz Lacrosse vs. Boise
State, 2 p.m., WashingtonGrizzly Stadium
Sunday, April 20 – Men’s
tennis vs. Eastern Washington,
11 a.m.

SPORTS BRIEFs

Golf: Northern Arizona junior
Ali Carter was selected Big
Sky Golfer of the Week after
winning the 18-hole Preview
on April 10. Carter shot a threeover-par 75 to help lead NAU
to the team championship.
Montana sophomore Alyssa
Williamson was also nominated
for the award. Williamson
ﬁnished in second place, just
one stroke shy of Carter’s score.
Montana will be competing in
the Big Sky Championship at
Foothills Golf Club in Phoenix
beginning on Monday, April 21.
The best team will represent the
Big Sky at the NCAA Regional
May 8-10 in Sacramento,
Calif. Sacramento State is the
defending champion.
Basketball: The winningest
coach in Idaho State University
women’s basketball is leaving
the program. Jon Newlee
announced he is leaving the
Bengals to take the head
coaching position at the
University of Idaho. He will
take over for Mike Divilbiss,
who resigned on March 28,
going 82-119 with the Vandals
over a seven-year span. Newlee
helped ISU to a 20-10 record
and the Bengals’ third straight
post-season berth. Newlee’s
six-year career came to an end
with a 93-82 mark and a 54-34
Big Sky record. He took over a
struggling Bengals squad and is
credited for helping to rebuild
the program. The run-andgun offense used by ISU is a
trademark of Newlee’s.

Standings
MEN’S TENNIS
School
Big Sky
Sacramento State 8-0
Eastern Washington 5-1
Weber State
5-1
Montana State
4-3
Northern Arizona 4-4
Montana
2-3
Idaho State
2-5
Portland State
1-7
Northern Colorado 0-6

All
14-7
14-6
12-8
9-11
7-14
6-6
2-13
5-15
1-12

WOMEN’S TENNIS
School
Big Sky
Sacramento State 8-0
Northern Arizona 7-1
Montana State
4-2
Eastern Washington 4-4
Montana
3-3
Portland State
2-6
Weber State
1-5
Northern Colorado 3-5
Idaho State
0-6

All
19-5
14-7
8-5
8-11
6-11
6-17
8-13
7-12
2-9

Eric Oravsky/ Montana Kaimin

Casey Siekaniec, Match Elliot, Lew Bodman and Jeff Fritchman are part of the UM club baseball team, which has been around for 15 seasons, but has only been recognized by the National Club Baseball Association for the past
three. Despite low funding and minimal practice seasons, the team boasts wins over Weber State (tenth in the nation) and Utah State.

UM baseball moving forward
Jake Grilley
MONTANA KAIMIN
The University of Montana
club baseball team doesn’t seek
the limelight. Many people on
campus don’t even know UM has
a baseball team. And that’s OK
with them; they don’t do it for the
recognition.
“Baseball is a game, and if
you love the game you play it
anytime you can,” said senior ﬁrst
baseman Match Elliott. It is great
to be able to continue playing
even without the credit, he said.
“To have teachers look at you and
say ‘Baseball? We don’t have a
baseball team.’”
Montana baseball is starting to
get noticed.
Earlier this month the Grizzlies
took a game from the Weber
State Wildcats, a top 10 team
in the National Club Baseball
Association.
Senior
centerﬁelder
Jeff
Fritchman said the game was the
highlight of the season thus far.
Playing well against Weber and
showing the home fans the kind of
talent the team has was something
special, Fritchman said.
Due to a lack of funding and
unpredictable spring weather,
Montana has had less time than
most of its conference counterparts
to prepare for the season.
Junior outﬁelder Lew Bodman
said it is obvious when teams have
seen more practice and playing
time.

“It is something we have to
deal with,” he said. “Practice is
a factor. Take a team like Weber:
Those guys play so clean and
that is just from more reps, more
practice.”
Elliot agreed with his teammate,
saying that lack of games and
practice time can be a hard thing
to overcome.

“

To have teachers look at
you and say ‘Baseball?
We don’t have a baseball
team.’

”

– Match Elliot,
senior ﬁrst baseman

“For us having practice being
canceled because of snow –
weekly – is tough,” he said. “But
with everything we’ve got going
on, and all our great players we
have, we have been able to get
over that and still compete.”
Montana
has
remained
competitive in the Northern
Paciﬁc Conference’s East League,
which consists of Weber State,
Utah State, Montana State, Idaho
and Idaho State.
Montana (2-4, 4-6 overall) is
two games behind Montana State
(3-3) for third in the conference.
The top two teams in the conference
at season’s end advance to the

regional tournament.
Weber State’s conference
record of 7-1 is best in the
conference, while Utah State’s 61 record is second. Both teams’
conference defeats have come at
the hands of the Grizzlies.
Bodman said playing and
beating experienced, nationally
recognized teams in Utah State
and Weber State shows the kind
of talent Montana has.
“It really tests how good of a
team we are,” he said. “But that is
what we practice for, is to be the
best. Those teams are our two true
tests.”
Fritchman said Montana has
the talent to be on par with some
of the elite teams in the NCBA, it
is just a matter of harnessing those
raw abilities.
This season Montana baseball
has proven its desire to continue
to move forward.
The Griz have had a club
baseball team for the past 15
seasons, but it wasn’t until three
seasons ago that the team was
recognized by the NCBA.
In their ﬁrst season of
recognition Montana went 143 and qualiﬁed for the regional
tournament, but wasn’t able to go
due to lack of funding.
Last season was a rebuilding
year for the team. The team
had lost a majority of its core to
graduation and ﬁnished near the
bottom of the conference.
“Last year we were desperate
just to get guys out there,”

Fritchman said.
This fall Montana had a record
number show up for tryouts.
Nearly 50 players vied for a spot
on the 23-man roster.
“Even with last year’s debacle
of a team, we had a great turnout,”
Elliot said. “If you get that many
people coming out, you’re going
to ﬁnd talent.”
Fritchman said this year’s
team is “night and day” from last
season.
“We’ve got guys out there
that want to win and because of
that we’ve played a lot better this
year and have been winning more
games,” he said. “We have a good
core group of guys on the team
this year.”
Junior pitcher Casey Siekaniec
said he takes much more away
from club baseball than just wins
and losses.
“I’ve played at other schools
and it is one of the most fun things
I’ve done while at school,” he said.
“You get to meet a bunch of people
and make good friends. It is a great
atmosphere because everyone
wants to be there, everyone wants
to have a good time.”
Montana hosts Idaho State
this weekend at the Missoula
Maverick’s Legion Field and
archrival Montana State the
following weekend.
Elliot has simple advice to
potential fans.
“Come out and watch some
baseball,” he said. “We put on a
good show.”
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REVIEW
Continued from page 10
It’s as if No Use For A Name
is still searching for its sound.
While the differences in the way
the songs sound makes listening to
The Feel Good Record of the Year
interesting, the search can also go
terribly awry.
“Yours to Destroy” sounds an
awful lot like The Ataris’ cover
of “Boys of Summer,” only No
Use For A Name throws in a synth
track that sounds more like it was
accidentally left in than added to
enhance the song.
“Ontario” sounds more emo,
with a gentle piano beat under soft
voices singing of “waking to a
nightmare, passing out and hoping
for a dream.”
But No Use For A Name comes
into its own when it goes acoustic
on “Sleeping Between Trucks”
and “Kill the Rich.” Unlike some
of the earlier songs on the album,
the acoustic guitar and slower,
more melancholy pace of these
songs mesh with the lyrics.

Think of the band as a cross
between The Ataris (think So Long,
Astoria) and Relient K (minus the
Jesus factor), if both bands had
recorded songs when they were
older and a lot more depressed.
Overall, No Use For A Name’s
music is enjoyable to shake your
head to, provided you don’t expect
a hardcore punk sound or take the
lyrics too seriously.
The Feel Good Record of the
Year should make for a lets-getpumped-up opening for NOFX,
coming to the Wilma Theatre
along with American Steel on May
4. Sadly, tickets for the show sold
out weeks ago.
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